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CHAPTER 1.

INTRODUCTION

The operation of Capitalism under the Constitution of the United States of America
needs to be corrected so that its profit making achievements do not continue to contribute to
serious adverse consequences. As administered under our current form of legislative,
executive, and judicial officers, Capitalism has become unsustainable and economically selfdestructive. In some applications it encourages abusive exploitation of the vulnerable by the
greedy, as in foreclosures and penalty interest rates. In other applications it rewards offshore
production that destroys our nation’s economic base by attracting the delivery of increased
investor profits at higher priorities than likely achievable by maintaining sustainable local
production.
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My wife and I suffered our own personal loss of control of real estate equities in excess
of $10 million following fraudulent presentations and unlawful actions under an involuntary
bankruptcy in the 1995 to 1999 period by a wealthy Seattle area realtor joined by a leading
developer, plus a third party nationally recognized operator acting against us even while
proposing to represent our best interests. They netted near $5 Million from us. That was just
abusive capitalism in a federal court with no accountability for the adverse consequences we
experienced. Although appeals were processed through the Ninth Circuit Appellate Court
System and even submitted to the United States Supreme Court, the final resolutions were
dismissed on the basis of various protections of immunity from prosecution of wrongdoings
by government officers in the Department of Justice. The loss of all of our assets included
our home and 40-foot yacht and its 45-foot covered marina slip. We were left saddled with
near $3 million in Net Operating Losses and still paid up to $350 per month to the IRS
dating back to 1992 as a bitter conclusion. The interest growth on this assessment still
accumulates but collection activity has been suspended. We attribute all of the old carryover
of penalties, interest and the major equity losses to the lack of integrity and failure of
accountability to correct the adverse consequences brought about by, and encountered
within, several of the private, public, and federal court entities involved.
More recently over the past ten years my wife and I have again seen the consequences
of greed driven capitalism, as the “landlord’s right to bad faith profit” by exploiting the less
informed and vulnerable elderly in a senior mobile home park. This situation involved a park
owner's violation of due process and a complete lack of compassion toward a community of
165 senior manufactured homes. The park owner made an attempt to illegally terminate
leases within a one year period then to rezone the closed park for multifamily construction to
more than triple the seniors’ residential unit density to well above its current 6 units per acre.
The new park owner was seeking a multimillion dollar profit. My wife and I interfered by
way of our filing a lawsuit. Political support to preserve several senior parks was good, but
delayed.
Eventually, political actions won by gaining protections by way of a rezone to better
preserve our current land use. Despite all of this, more than 65 former households left this
community. Their equity losses may well have exceeded $3 Million, as 62 homes were
physically dismantled and hauled to other locations, generally out of Washington State.
In any event, the disruptions were upsetting, painful, and injurious to the health and
well being of many senior residents. And the current park owners have title only under a quit
claim deed while we seek funds to reimburse over $8,000 for the share of near $30,000 in
our attorney costs my wife and I advanced and to settle a judgment against our pro se
activities now near $6,000.00. At some point we should also seek further advice on our lis
pendens opportunity for the ultimate tenant ownership of condominium land parcels as
promised under a park owner- aborted prior settlement contract. The good faith statute
governing senior park leases should be enforced. This one park is local, but the underlying
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factors are national. Support to save our park can extend to saving others in our County, and
in our State, and then extend the same sense of care toward the rescue of America
The third motivation for this endeavor is the belief that America is ill and may not
survive without strong medicine, legislative and executive discipline, and the application of
new and comprehensive changes. The kind of leadership we believe is required for success
need not concentrate on criticizing past or present administrations or businesses. It should
rather emphasize its own new creative, innovative, and beneficial changes. Show how these
can better bring about the recovery of true liberty and an opportunity to recapture, achieve
and preserve the American Dream.
America needs a leader who understands the issues America now faces. We need a
leader who can inspire voters with creative solutions to repair or replace past failings.
America needs to be shown visions for a better tomorrow and be presented with specific
plans toward their achievement. We do not need just another fault analyst to repeatedly
broadcast the failures of the past for Clinton, Bush or Obama. We need voter turnout to vote
for a positive doable future rather than just a turnout to express anger and distrust for their
vote against a disappointing past.
America needs to move forward on restoring lost equities and repairing once earned
and owned segments of the American Dream. How can the repetition of faults by an
opposing party be constructive? Wouldn't it be better to search out any favorable arguments
and plans of established programs and then determine if and how to make them better?
We prefer that the next president even complement his adversary and the adversary's
better concepts (if any), but then proceed to explain how a true leader can make
accountability work, change mortgage laws to recover and preserve earned equities set aside
under foreclosure until markets recover, so as to perform better or get more beneficial
results. As for taxing those over $2.5 Million, raise it to 50% less credits for worker taxes
collected from jobs kept in the U.S. perhaps down to a net rate of 20%. So the wealthy with
offshore production pay twice what those who keep sustainable jobs in America are taxed.
Local productivity within private enterprise may provide the only real profits. Determining
properly balanced foreign trade schedules can best help to recover a sustainable economy.
Government employment may also drain from that, so the fewer regulations and permit
delays imposed then the better production costs may be held down and contribute to more
effective and more profitable results.
We have additional concepts and solutions to suggest and hope to add more in a later
edition from those who respond as participants to this presentation. Our motivation is to
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restore and save America and to adequately address the five interrelated Chapters 3 thru 7 as
listed in the index.
This plan proposes that a State initiated Convention to add a Constitutional
Amendment may be a basic necessity for a significant recovery in several problem areas.
One such Amendment should address the elimination of ultimate immunity as an escape
procedure within both government and business practices. We propose that adverse
consequences should always be addressed to correct, repair, or compensate in an
appropriate, but effective, manner. So we ask that each person who agrees with
strengthening such accountability to help us bring about such a convention. We want people
from every Zip Code in every state, to help contact others and promote their own state
legislations to call for a convention. Then it takes only a minimum of 38 states to ratify the
Amendment to become the new law. So our present Constitution provides for change if
3/4ths of the States don’t like the way the federal government operates, or currently fails to
operate effectively.
This plan can be implemented within just a few months, if even the simple majority of
the lowest populated states agree (and if this analysis is correct). By Amendment then, the
controlling Federal Laws can be changed or adjusted to make the House and Senate and
Executive branch, and even the Supreme Court, all function more effectively. Certainly the
interest shown by the states to redirect Federal policies and processes can also influence
current candidate campaigns and political platforms.
Strong support as a Team Participant can also influence the recovery of the American
Dream by implementing immediate policies under private funding and voluntary changes to
lending practices.
The Victors From Victims program recognizes that several government and business
practices are experiencing deterioration and structural changes that do not sustain our
society. Many families and individual employees even become victims of adverse impacts
from some portions of the consequences, such as job terminations. If not corrected very soon
then current practices may well evolve into the victimization of all people who live in
America. The consequence might well become the ultimate failure of our nation through
greed, corruption, and abuses of power and authority. A desperate need and call for integrity
and responsibility, with critical changes to implement accountability must be accomplished
in a manner that can be effective. The Mission of this project is to gather concepts, plans and
the support necessary to implement accountability at levels reaching up to a Constitutional
Amendment. This can also be brought about through a Constitutional Convention initiated
by just any 34 of the 50 States (and later ratified by 38) to rescue, restore and sustain
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America. The shortest time for ratification of any amendment was less than four months in
1971, suggesting that even constitutional rules for congress, the president or for the Supreme
Court could yet be amended before the next election.
Every American is at risk of being or becoming a victim within one or more of the five
segments addressed in this overview. Unless effective action is taken soon our American
society may well encounter a total economic and political breakdown. An overall social
deterioration is reflected concurrently by the reduction in family values and the increase in
public immorality. A backward drift toward dependency results from the enticement of
poverty payments from government as a substitute for income earned from private
productivity or services. But where does a person cross the line to becoming an economic
slave? The government even now gives funds to cover food, clothing and shelter even
without earned productivity or services. Without a job or a marketable skill, without the
discipline to learn or train, then in what way does the right still exist for such a person to
pursue the American Dream? In what area other than crime can an individual succeed
without education, training, and/or self discipline?
Another mark of economic failure is set by every home foreclosure. This event results
in a further increase in the spread between the "Haves" and "Have-nots". And low to
moderate prices in the super stores is made possible by moving production and services to
China, Korea, India, Mexico, or to other providers of less expensive labor and taxes. Profits
for near term management bonus awards are earned at the ultimate consequence of
unsustainability in the local production companies. Would you expect that there remain
fewer jobs in America with each Big Box Store opening? Do not the local small stores and
local manufacturers with employees all then become victims of such change? This author's
hope is that by explaining the seriousness of the victimization of America, that enough
response will be received so that a successful drive can be sponsored to bring about a
national Victory that is sufficient to return America to its standing as "the land of freedom
and opportunity."
Overall the major focus of this presentation is to call for leadership in government and
industry with respect to the identification and the adequate resolution of significant national
problems. The author proposes that solutions should best consider innovative and creative
solutions that will bring about real beneficial and sustainable changes. Several suggestions
are also listed to "prime the pump" for reader's responses for comment in a subsequent
edition of this work.
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CHAPTER 2.

SUMMARY

The purpose of this presentation is to share the authors’ concerns for the ultimate short
term demise of America. The factors described under the five segments each cry out for
immediate relief so as to avert further contribution toward political, economic, and
individual self- destruction. The reign of America as the shining city on a hill with the
freedom to pursue self realization is in decline. The opportunity for each person to set goals
and to achieve their dreams to the extent of their own limits becomes increasingly more
burdened and impeded by regulation and government complexities. The author does not
attribute the present economic depression to the direct actions of Bill Clinton, George Bush,
or to President Obama, but rather to a fatal flaw in our form of profit-centered capitalism
without accountability for adverse consequences. Profits derived from production or from
competitive services can be constructive toward growing our economy. But profits derived
as someone else's loss, and in particular from those most vulnerable, or by misrepresentation
and fraud, can only help to ensure our nation’s eventual collapse.
To boast and reward those corporate managers that gain profits by reducing local
production costs via layoffs while transferring work to China may be harmful if excessive.
Corporate and Government policies should discourage undue transfers of production work to
offshore suppliers if associated job loss is not sustainable for our own national economic
wellbeing. Perhaps an executive responsible for excessive transfers should be assessed or
taxed as a penalty rather than earning a bonus as a skillful manager. The retention of
production jobs needs to become a more dominant concern. The practice of seeking higher
corporate profits without a balance of sustaining most production jobs locally seems
ultimately fatal.
The current national emergencies heading America toward a Titanic conclusion is
presented herein as prevailing over five segments of life in America. It is contended that all
residents are exposed to performing or coping with each or all of these. Furthermore, the
consequence of individual contacts will leave many persons with a sense of being
victimized. But then, as in my few years experience as a flight test engineer in missile and
aircraft development work, more information was required. It was never enough to only
become aware of a fatal flaw or error (as by a criticism). Any adverse condition required
analysis to understand what, why, where, when and how a failure had progressed. Steps
could then be taken to design and implement corrective action and thereafter to then measure
and evaluate the results. Concerns exist as well as to the actions of America as a sustainable
icon of stability and freedom. This presentation also hopes to gain support to take action
before the 2016 national election. The delays in congressional processes and non-negotiated
Presidential dictates could be effectively countered by very direct corrective decisions and
action by just the smallest net population of a few states. Changes are needed and are likely
6
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more available than realized.
Our leaders and both elected and appointed officers should even now begin to
correct and resolve bad laws and relationships. Immediate changes are needed in both
government and private activities that otherwise contribute further toward a worsening of
our economy and personal well being. In particular those on oath to serve us in Washington,
D.C. could compromise on the extension of income tax on a national jobs preservation basis.
For example tax rates on taxable earnings and returns on investments could be adjusted in
proportion to the revision of national payroll taxes now being paid relative to the percentage
of their related production and services being provided off shore. Both the minimum and
maximum adjustments of perhaps up to 15% could be allowed from the current 35% tax rate
level. As a consequence companies providing net increases in national jobs could achieve
decreased tax rates toward 20% while those transferring production and services offshore
could help (as toward unemployment costs) with tax rates toward 50%. Rates on investment
returns may adjust at only plus or minus 7.5 %. But in any case, we don’t have to wait for
the positive benefits of change.
But a main conclusion of this Victors From Victims Plan is to propose that the present four
GOP presidential contestants jointly concede and agree to work together. The goal should be
more toward the fulfillment of a “Team Win”. The emphasis should be more toward what
the new four member Team can assure the voters rather than the power or authority any one
individual may be able to exercise. Such a team configuration is portrayed by the chart
presented near the end of Chapter 5.
The citizens of all states need to see and facilitate the assembly of the most effective
arrangement that unifies the individual talents and experience of all four candidates when
working together to provide a single shared operational newly formed and cohesive central
political organization. Its mission should then focus on achieving positive solutions that
truly reflects Constitutional guidelines under State and National authorities. All this, of
course, with no further internal negative complaints or criticisms of one another during the
remainder of this election year.
The entire nation would then be surely blessed.
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CHAPTER 3.

SPIRITUAL

As I look around, I see all around me people who have embarked on their life journey
without their genuine spiritual self, without perceiving the depth and breadth of their own
personal spirit. Here’s the A-B-C test of spiritual adequacy: A- Do you feel that you belong;
B- Do you know that you have great value to share or contribute; and C- Are you confident
that you can win, at least compete, or hold up your end of any task?
If you fail in any of these three tests, might you just be a victim of spiritual frailty?
None of us has the spiritual fortitude of Jesus, who leaned entirely on His Father God’s
power and wisdom to accomplish the works He did in His life. Are you willing to accept
God’s freely offered gift of the Holy Spirit? Can Christ and the Scriptures, particularly the
Psalms and Proverbs provide inspiration, encouragement or reassurance? Surely the Gospels
and letters of the Apostles, Christ’s 12 original disciples and Paul, provide sufficient
testimony to deliver real answers to pain, hardship and conflict, sufficient to sustain all of us
who accept and believe in their truths.
A Personal Testimony of Faith
I’d like to offer encouragement to any individual who doesn’t feel that they have much
in the way of worthwhile capabilities or talents. This is my own personal testimony. I had
this experience and it convinced me that The Holy Spirit really does exist and indwells at
least those of us receptive. My story is as follows:
A widow I owed nearly $80,000 to for some land, was contacted by an aggressive
attorney and was intimidated to sell her note for $25,000 or be embroiled in long court
battles. I wanted her to authorize me to seek a more fair purchase price. She was hesitant
because she had already accepted the low settlement payment of only $25,000, so she said
that she would pray and sleep on the subject and let me know in the morning.
In the middle of that night, at perhaps about 3 AM, I awoke, and wondered what this
widow friend might get from her prayer. I happened to have a rather new Bible on our
headboard, which I reached up to look at and turned on the reading light. Then I simply
opened the Bible to a somewhat mid-point with no specific content or chapter in mind, and
started reading mid-page on a Paragraph 7, then 8 and 9, then back to 5. I was in Joshua
Chapter 1. I was stunned! I reached up on the headboard and there happened to be a blank
3x5 card laying there, along with a pen, so I copied down those four verses, closed the Bible,
turned off the light and went right back to sleep. I’ve carried that very same card in my shirt
pocket nearly every day since that morning of January 24, 1997, encased in plastic after it
was somewhat worn. I do not remember the lady calling me the next morning of her prayer,
but I did confront the adverse party during coffee at a shop and he consented to pay her
8
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another $10,000, which he later did (and she confirmed the additional payment). That is my
personal “born again” moment. It is what I experienced. God heard our prayers and needs,
and He answered me using what He had inspired to be written centuries ago. The situation,
my awakening, the accessible bible, the very special page, the midpoint paragraphs, and
even the card and pen! The total sequence simply leaves me in awe, and Belief! As Jesus
said about God “….He will give you another Helper…the Holy Spirit…” Jesus own Words
from Joshua 1, were as follows:
7.
"Only be strong and very courageous; be careful to do according to all the law
which Moses My servant commanded you; do not turn from it to the right or to the left, so
that you may have success wherever * you go.
8.

"This book of the law shall not depart from your mouth, but you shall meditate on

it day and night, so that you may be careful to do according to all that is written in it; for then
you will make your way prosperous, and then you will have success.
9.
"Have I not commanded you? Be strong and courageous! Do not tremble or be
dismayed, for the LORD your God is with you wherever * you go.
5.
“No man will be able to stand before you all the days of your life. Just as I have
been with Moses, I will be with you; I will not fail you or forsake you”

The author’s own handwritten copy on the 3x5 card still carried daily (possibly scaled
somewhat herein for printing):
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As you will suppose, I have also had many other affirmative experiences in my very blessed
life. I am in good health, just over 85years old, and continued to enjoy my personal gift
from God of a loving wife to whom I’ve now been married over 63 years. We have shared
great joy in raising four daughters, eleven grandchildren, and now 20 great-grandchildren.
A second card is now slipped into my shirt pocket each day along with the original one,
that contains my own daily prayer typed as follows (note emphasis on the Lord):
PRAYER TO THANK LORD
Thank you Lord for Your indwelling by the Holy Spirit, for blessings of a strong life, and for Your gift of
character, all of which guide, inspire and empower me. You offer wisdom, courage, energy, perseverance, and
steadfast endurance. I pray also for abundant self discipline and integrity in all actions so as to trust and obey
Your will with the patience to accept Your plan in all that we encounter each day. Please help us sustain good
health and to be productive as we become ever more aware of ways to please You and we gain toward building
a worthwhile life. Help us to love, respect and to serve You Lord, to also love all others, and to enjoy our own
skills and senses of sight, sound, fragrance, touch and feelings as we experience each facet of life You grant by
Your grace. I pray, Lord, for Your guidance for peace in each home of our family and friends.

On the back of the card is typed:
My mission is to develop a legacy of Health, Wealth and Wisdom through belief in the Living Word and
trust in the grace of the Holy Spirit.

with the popular acronym THINK:
T:
H:
I:
N:
K:

Is it Truthful?
Is it Helpful?
Is it Inspiring?
Is it Necessary?
Is it Kind?

And always oppose that which is Unconscionable!

So now we can move forward together.
BLACK LIVES MATTER
I’ve shared my “Personal Testimony of Faith” and “Prayer to Thank Lord” to
help those of you who read the following on Black Lives Matter to better understand my
positive perspective. The numbers of troubled participants in this movement are proclaiming
a right to return to the times of suffering of their forbearers under slavery and the stature of
deserving, as a right , the N-word self definition. They reject their own equal right to the
Holy Spirit and the blessings of Jesus to set them free from such N-word bondage. But white
or black, red or yellow, if we accept Jesus then his promise to all believers is to served under
1
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the Holy Spirit and thereby we are all equally blessed and equally of value and equally free
to achieve success under our own inspired learning and self discipline. So, as those who
gather under the flag of Black Lives Matter, they are also attesting to the need of all to join
in accepting their equality of blessing and responsibility for their own education and self
discipline in life. This movement is truly an inspiration toward the awakening of many yet in
despair and reassurance that the life offered through Jesus is truly equally available to all
who accept Him. So, to those who choose to become the Richard Sherman’s of the Seattle
Seahawks, and the bearers of the 2nd Chapter of Martin Luther King’s “I Have A Dream”
legacy, read on:
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I Have A Dream- And An Inspiration To Share
February 1, 2014
The Seahawks’ sports hero Richard Sherman has reached national renown for his on-field
prowess and off-field maturity. What Richard accomplished with the life he was born and
raised into represents an individual inspired and motivated to choose to truly become all that he
could be. No excuses, not waiting for entitlements, and no defeatist backing down from self
realization and achievements. He was not given success. He put together his own programs of
education, motivation, and physical discipline to find his own pathway forward as he now
represents.
While working on my book “VictorsFromVictims.com” I became inspired several months ago
to find a solution to the failings of young black boys and girls from my native Chicago. Dr.
Martin Luther King’s 1963 “I Have A Dream” march on Washington DC and speech by the
Reverend King were integral parts of a long and difficult struggle for civil liberties by religious
and people of color in America. Dr. King’s remarkable efforts and successes eventually
culminated in a number of historic political, social, and economic transformations toward
equality and social justice. But are we not yet still burdened from achieving the final declaration
of Dr. King’s quote from the old Negro spiritual “…We are free at last.”? Do we not still hear
strong protests as to the legacies of past wrongs and debts yet owed our ancestors from the
adversities of slavery? Dr, King said that in a sense those he led had “…come to our nation’s
capital to cash a check.” For many young black boys and girls, and several grownups, they are
waiting yet.
But where, really, is the Chapter Two for the jobless victims of poverty? Certainly for many
sufferers there remains a strong sense of obligation by America, by its government, and by the
nation’s more wealthy business leaders to make good full payment that ” bad checks” represent.
But the true alternative is to look inward, for your own interests, your own skills, your own
capacities, and your own worthy aspirations. Might not many of those now in poverty, or
seemingly trapped into staying helpless, be able to stand up to get themselves on the Richard
Sherman track toward their own transformation. With integrity and discipline anything is
possible.
Thanking the Lord for each life, for each person’s own Holy Spirit, and the opportunity to
achieve true equality and freedom through inspiration, wisdom, and abundant self discipline
and integrity in all that we encounter each day, as Dr. King might advise and Richard Sherman,
and many other teammates, have recently demonstrated for all to see.
Don’t remain a victim. If alone, then seek to join a thriving, moral group with a
positive mission. If discouraged or depressed, then seek to embark upon a path of self
1
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discovery of talents, aptitudes, or undeveloped skills to begin a program to enlighten
yourself and to acquire the education and/or training that will polish the gem yet to be
discovered from within. If assurance fails you, or you are too shy or too fearful to try, then
seek support and encouragement from best friends and Joshua 1: 5, 7, 8, and 9 as quoted
above to “…only be strong and very courageous…for the Lord your God is with you
wherever you go.”
You too, can and will become a Victor. With God to watch over us, with Christ to lead
us, and each with our own individual connection to the Holy Spirit to guide us, we can be
inspired and empowered to succeed. We can opt to become more aware, to have integrity
and self-discipline, and to be sustained in our endeavors by God Himself. There is no
challenge toward worthy goals beyond our reach. Amen.
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The American Revolution followed the harsh treatment of colonies by the King
of England prior to 1776. But the Revolution’s success and the eventual preparation and
approval of the Constitution can well be attributed to the early leaders having a strong
spiritual faith in God, in Christ, and in the Holy Spirit. But the Declaration of Independence,
the Federalist Papers, and the Constitution were clearly triggered and supported by such
people of integrity. Their lives and behaviors reflected a living respect for the ten
commandments of Moses. The representatives from the original thirteen states covered a
number of religious sects and established communities. But they came together to advance
independence from the King of England.
From a review of the Declaration of Independence there are many observations still
applicable today.
The issue now is whether our leadership in Washington D.C. can return to and regain a
functional level of laws and regulations sufficient to preserve our country. The decline of
integrity and morality within the American society is alarming, as it represents the entire
nation becoming a collective victim of failed Faith and Trust in God. We need a revolution
of Faith to restore integrity and dignity to the operations and actions of our governments in
both the state and federal levels. All persons placed into positions of power and control need
to be trustworthy. Yes, Truth matters!
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CHAPTER 4.

LIBERTY: THE PLEADINGS

The case may be argued that the United States of America is maturing and deteriorating
into failure. Such decay results in time through the cancerous-like growth of internal greed,
corruption and abuse. This degradation infects both the corporate and government worlds as
it eventually permeates each establishment and its powers. Too often we discover a lack of
integrity, avoidance of responsibility, and self-immunization against accountability for the
adverse consequences of inappropriate, wrongful, or even unlawful behaviors. The misuse
and abuse of authority, power, and wealth thus works, eventually, to produce a nation of
victims.
The result can only become a loss of freedom and the eventual self-destruction of America from within.

Our Constitution of the United States was carefully written to establish a limited government
with certain immunities for its citizens from the abuse of governmental power. It intended
to protect the people from corrupt and overbearing authorities, not excuse the wrongdoers in
government from being held accountable regardless of their transgressions. But the
perception by those in power today having immunity from accountability pervades our
entire social, economic and moral leadership. It is their failure to be punished that earns the
distrust, disrespect, and hate from peoples both within and without our national boundaries.
When even our own Supreme Court claims sovereign immunity then how can we impose
accountability on Iran or upon the teachers of evil in Muslim or militant factions?
And NEVER should there be a decision granting immunity from ultimate accountability
for the adverse consequences of illegal actions or wrongful behavior. Some form of
individual immunity may be granted to preserve job security, as in prosecutorial or
judicial positions which may need sufficient protections to preclude the intimidation of
such officers.
Immunity from prosecution is also negotiated in criminal proceedings to gain supportive
testimony. But wherein a correctable adverse condition was imposed then respondent
superior should be applied (in which the authority over the department or governmental
agency overseeing those granted immunity) for itself to fulfill satisfying accountability.
But NEVER should there be a decision granting immunity from ultimate accountability for the
adverse consequences of illegal actions or wrongful behavior. Some form of individual
immunity may be granted to preserve job security, as in prosecutorial or judicial positions which
may need sufficient protections to preclude the intimidation of such officers.
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Immunity from prosecution is also negotiated in criminal proceedings to gain supportive
testimony. But wherein a correctable adverse condition was imposed then respondent superior
should be applied (in which the authority over the department or governmental agency
overseeing those granted immunity) for itself to fulfill satisfying accountability.
There is a solution. We can convert our country into a nation of Victors from Victims.
We can demand integrity in our leadership. We can require that those who lead us or hold
leadership positions behave so as to act responsibly. We can demand that directors of actions
be held responsible for either good or bad results wherever applicable. We can insist that
those who act in a wrongful manner so as to cause adverse results or harmful impacts be held
accountable for corrective or compensatory actions. Accountability must be pursued either
directly or through the actor’s own overseer. Those who do well by producing profits in a
manner that preserves sustainability within their community and in the United States of
America should correspondingly be those rewarded. Instead, under our present misguided
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CHAPTER 5.

ECONOMY
The Pursuit of the American Dream

Spiritual independence and freedom to pursue the American Dream are assured for
each citizen under our Constitution. The economic wellbeing of America has evolved and
been referred to as Capitalism. The American society has developed under an open form of
Capitalism since the time of the American Revolution in 1776 initially under a federation of
the separate states. The subsequent establishment of a constitutional republic then nourished
a generally unrestricted form of free enterprise. Economic growth flourished under private
ownerships as individual initiative and entrepreneurship were generally uninhibited by
regulation, government restraint, or undue taxation. The liberty and freedom nurtured by
Capitalism brought about the great expansion of creativity and productive capacities the
United States has experienced since World War II to become a world leader in wealth and
political influence.
More recently some of us have developed an awareness that our American Capitalism
has taken on an illness not unlike the growth of cancer in a human body. Continued
unchecked it perhaps could lead to the demise of all social order and wealth that has evolved
in America over the last 240 years. The cancer-like disease reflects the impacts of both greed
and corruption. Cronyism and conflicts of interest through insider-type of transactions are
ravaging the American prosperity and its freedoms. Political power struggles, favors,
waivers and political grants with unsustainable entitlements have evolved. An increased
frequency of abuses of power and authority has been channeled through wrongful violations
of trust throughout too much of both government and industry to be easily corrected. And
the self- proclaimed immunities protect the wrongdoers from being held accountable for
costly adverse consequences on their victims. The overall result is the deterioration of the
moral, social and economic sustainability of or nation.
But who can rescue America’s economy? Government, with more bureaucracies and
heavier expenditures? The wealthy 1%, with higher tax rates only encouraging investing in
foreign markets to better retain corporate and officer profits? Small business owners, with
inadequate presales, poor funding opportunities, difficult credit qualifying, ever increasing
regulatory and tax preparation delays and costs, and greater profit risks for unpredictable
employee benefit costs? How about just taxing the churches, the non-profits, or the growing
number of people on welfare and all those, whether through hardship or cleverness, who
now pay no direct income taxes? Or why not credit, rather than pay, social security earnings
for upper income beneficiaries, as an account accessible again only under hardship?
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As the author of this viewpoint I have observed several recent Democratic, Republican,
Libertarian, and Independent party activities. Do others agree that the existing leaderships
,have yet to identify either the major causes of our national economic devastation, or how to
bring about changes to restore the country to a condition of economic good health? But there
have been several favorable signs, like home loan refinancing and improved veteran
assistance programs. Such programs can all help toward replenishing consumer buying
power.
The earlier TARP funds were perhaps distributed to the wrong parties. By refinancing
AIG the majority of the taxpayer funds ended up overseas. The auto bailout rewarded
General Motors, which then completed moving nearly 80% of its production capacity and
new factories to China. It has been understood that some major banks even gained wealth as
they foreclosed homes and absorbed losses, and then were reimbursed by the government as
an effect of underwater re-sales. Several larger banks bought out troubled banks and gained
their highest profit returns as a consequence of such expansions, as the government absorbed
at least a portion of the accounts with serious losses.
The recovery of funds lost as the result of fraud or abuse in recent transactions may be
recoverable by adjustment or correction of the statute of limitations, perhaps for a period of
up to 20 years. In any event to the extent accountability for the adverse consequences of
wrongdoing may provide significant income in the form of both reimbursements and
penalties. What is clear is that our country needs a change in leadership at the national level.
With the presidential election coming down from the four candidates now active into March
8, 2016, and with the skills and experiences and capabilities possessed as a group, the author
proposes the following:
The GOP Coalition Plan
At the present time, early 2016, there are four candidates to compete for nomination as the GOP Presidential
Candidate. Let us take a closer look at concerns and interests, and a proposal for resolving the risk of any split
in the Republican party. So some of the questions to consider include:
1. Who has the better likelihood of winning election on the national scale against Democrat Hillary
Clinton? (A concern by those who expect her to still be electable as the Democrat nominee)
2. Who has the better strategy to most quickly reduce ISIS attacks? (Pardon and appoint Gen Petraeus)
3. Who has the better awareness of achieving restoration for the installation of a 9th Supreme Court judge
acceptable on the basis of consistency with the US constitution? Who best knows the Courts?
4. Which of the candidates would be more likely to avoid crossing over the line of fairness and dignity in
limiting what reasonably mature adults would conclude to be acceptable immigration in America?
5. Who can best address recovery of our economic conditions of $19 trillion national debt and
unemployment / underemployment situation? State jobs and local recoveries.”
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6. Who can best improve our international relations? , like “Trumpology: bring back jobs gone overseas.”
Read below some very doable recommendations compiled by the author to speak to these matters.
The GOP Coalition Plan is proposed as a coalition of the current GOP candidates for the Presidency. It is based
upon the need to “Make America Great Again.” Personally, as the author, I like all four of the candidates and
believe in their individual capabilities to handle the office as a “President’s Team”. I believe that the present
list of four candidates include sufficient knowledge and skills that the total mission can best be met through
cooperation, rather than through conflict among the four if they agree to so serve together. So the basic need is
whether each candidate will eventually accept his assignment. Perhaps this suggests a less immediate pursuit of
their own ego serving outcome. Can the four now within the GOP work together rather than seek to dominate
individually as President? Of course each member still has to be willing to lead, to even have worked to this
point in the election process. But can the areas of responsibility be segregated to the extent that the four are all
working to excel in their assigned area? Well, here is my first cut at gaining the best overall production by the
newly formed GOP Coalition. This is one shot at a new Team approach to politics: Form a coalition to best
meet current operational needs within the experience and skill levels of our current candidates.
Perhaps government has become too complicated now under our current constitution, so that we can no
longer elect a single person to carry the leadership job. We instead should elect a Coalition of candidates to
provide all of the capabilities and talents needed to perform all major tasks. So let’s assemble our Coalition
from all of those who are already committed as willing to step up to the plate to serve America’s best interests!
The GOP Coalition depends upon an intent to work within the scope of talents and skills already committed to
accept entering public service and yet not dominated as being a current Washington D.C. Insider. Many voters
have the belief that the failure of government to fulfill their duties in a responsible and fully accountable
manner in Washington D.C. is that there is simply too much cronyism, corruption and influence prevalent
between those members of government associated with the old Establishment. So our new GOP Coalition
under our GOP Coalition Plan assigns duties as now being available from among the five candidates.
The full optimum success of this new coalition may depend at least in part to the extent the candidates
ultimately agree to some arrangement between the candidates as already pledged to serve America. This
inspired approach begins with an assumption that the candidates will be willing to each contribute to the overall
mission as Trump states it “To Make America Great Again”! One could say that the mission of the GOP
Coalition Plan, of the GOP Coalition, is simply to out-trump Trump! Together!!
Just look at the long term benefits. All members of the GOP are instantly brought together with no further
major split. Those who like Trump get all the benefits of a Trump led smart international and economic
reformation. Those who “would never vote for Trump” still gain through getting Trump’s better and best ideas
implemented under a somewhat controlled approach (as edited by the stability and intelligence offered through
acceptance of John Kasich as Team Leader for President). Then Senator Marco Rubio gets an immediate win
as vice president and potentially for the following two terms (8 years) with the experience and maturing him
for a likely election to two terms as the subsequent president! Meanwhile Senator Ted Cruz, as an experienced
attorney highly focused on the Constitution, is assured of immediate appointment to the Federal Office of
Attorney General with the authority and power to effect the implementation of the then current federal laws.
Furthermore, he would then also be in prime position to be nominated to fulfill any of the next vacancies in the
Supreme Court. Donald Trump, a well qualified and experienced Business CEO, would be most effective as the
Secretary of State to personally negotiate the rebalancing of jobs, trade agreements, tax and trade fees, and to
make our country be treated more favorably. He could expect far better support “on the Kasich Team” than
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otherwise without staff reviews of possible “over the line” reactions that Trump has at times been critized for
expressing. So Trump gets all the power but at far less risk for ineffective results. I believe that this shared
function would serve well, like in automobile sales where the on-floor sales person can make any bold
statement necessary to get a signature, but always escape from an "over the line" position by saying "well this
has to be approved in the front office".
Governor John Kasich has the most and best working experience of the four to best deal with the Executive
responsibilities in the political process between legislative House (budget control) and Senate (national
interests) and has also proven himself as a very cost effective governor and could be the more effective in the
administration of states’ rights and reduction of burdensome and ineffective laws that interfere with the
reduction of federal overrides to state control.
It should be the more believable that the GOP Coalition Plan, using the GOP Coalition of all four presidential
candidates cooperating together, could “out-Trump” a Trump presidency operating on his own. If acceptable to
Kasich, Rubio, and Cruz then Trump’s campaign could align to bring about the election of Kasich for the
President of the United States and an astounding unification of all conservatives, and both the evangelical and
other religious or faith-based voters within the GOP.
Let me pose the following challenge to each of the present four candidates to select independently from the
following table of talents:
Business CEO Donald Trump

President

Senator Marco Rubio

Vice President

Senator Ted Cruz

Secretary of State

Governor John Kasich

Attorney General

Well, so John Kasich may be just ONE phone call and one decision away from his surge toward selection as the
GOP Coalition's nominee for the presidency! But to date the author’s calls have remained unanswered by any
candidate or his campaign manager.

It may well be that an endorsement for John Kasich from the proposed GOP Coalition
could out do Trump as President. Current revisions of this plan can be modified as the
election cycle proceeds, but the advantages described herein assumes it likely that each
candidate would be willing to participate in a manner believed beneficial to America’s
recovery. By showing the GOP Coalition Plan for Kasich to win the presidency, there are
several other pluses to be pointed out. This election plan proposes Marco Rubio as vice
president for at least four years and possibly in a good position to follow with his own
presidency much better qualified at that time. Then Ted Cruz as Attorney General and the
GOP in control for Supreme Court nominations could run for the next 16 years with the
candidates as proposed! The newest update of this proposal will be published again under
"VictorsFromVictims.com" as each upgrade is released.
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Of course we hope to gain as many acceptances and approvals as possible in the
meantime. And even an endorsement or contribution toward expenses would also be
appreciated.
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CHAPTER 6.

HEALTH

The Principles of Good Health
Can a person become a victim of health by not knowing, not using, or too little
discipline to cure?
Do you or a family member have a health problem?
Are you taking any supplements or prescriptions to help your body cope? Is there a
condition not being handled OK by your own immune system?
Has the condition persisted for more than two to four weeks?
Are you aware that some of the air you breathe the foods and even the water you
consume, and most items you handle or touch may and do bring toxic elements into contact
with your body?
Do you believe that there may be some toxic elements now being held in your own
body tissues?
Are you aware of the belief that healthy oxygen, nutrients, and even medicines carried
by your blood may be blocked by toxins from ever getting into the tissues and organs where
needed?
For any “yes” concerns from the above questions, try now to (a) seek information; and
(b) act to remove toxins as noted. Don't become a victim because of not asking the better
questions or learning of alternatives.
The underlying principle for acquiring and keeping good health is to achieve your
own optimum balance between (1) medical directives; (2) naturopathic directives; (3)
nutritional directives; and (4) spiritual directives – this latter as being one’s own attitudes
and disciplines.
There may be different views or opinions as to both the cause of an illness and as to
possible cures. In the world today with the internet we have access to both professional and
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promotional concepts and analyses. But the ultimate responsibility for selection and choice,
as well as the consequences, generally remains with the “victim”, the one who experiences
the illness and likely the one who either gains the benefits or suffers the consequences of any
plan for relief.
“I care what others think, not because of their conclusion, but because I want to
understand how they reached a conclusion different from mine.” Mark Trahant, Seattle P. I.
“When my information changes, I alter my conclusions. What do you do, sir?” Larry
Simoneaux, Everett Herald from Keynes.
FLUSH OUT TOXINS TO KEEP IMMUNE SYSTEM WORKING
1.
Are you living an energetic, pain free healthy life? If not, then a professional analysis
of your own body chemical content for essential and toxic elements is available for $85.
Private results can also include an individualized evaluation, recommendations of specific
foods, and a clinically proven personal supplement program and a 30 minute private
consultation tailored to your own results, for only $116 total under a 20% discount group
rate. (Regular price is $145)
2.
As you may have heard us discuss, many other persons have experienced major health
benefits during the removal of toxins and/or heavy metals by using Natural Cellular Defense
(NCD). This is a natural product in water that has no additives to produce side effects
(unlike many prescriptions). Among the impressive results for people we’ve met were the
complete remission of throat cancer; relief from depression; and the reduction of
inflammation and pain which often accompany many illnesses and discomforts. Overall, the
use of NCD improved the quality of each user’s life. These benefits were much better than
was reported about some doctors’ projected outcomes for these people prior to their use of
NCD. To read more visit: www.yourNCDinfo.com
3.
Strong testimonial and documented support exists to favor use of additional
naturopathic and nutritional supplements. Several, while not FDA approved for prescriptive
use, like NCD, are on the “Generally Recognized As Safe” (GRAF) list by the FDA and may
even have studies underway to further upgrade their status. But to start, the choice as to the
concurrent use of a natural supplement during medical treatment lies mainly with each
individual. For a particularly interesting example visit:
http://www.liquidzeolite.org/testimonials/general.html#pain
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4.
Medical doctors cannot prescribe the use of products that are not FDA approved.
However, you can advise your doctor that you want to use this GRAF specific natural
supplement concurrent with his prescriptions. As a mild chelation product it has been
marketed for six years with sales near 4,000,000 bottles (one month’s dosage each). Ask for
any documented objections for you to consider that specifically identify this activated
Clinoptilolite liquid zeolite product. (A few restrictions do apply.) But medical doctors are
often not well versed with naturopathic and nutritional supplements. Prescriptions can even
become more effective and dosages reduced as heavy metals and toxins are removed.
http://www.liquidzeolite.org/testimonials/doctors.html
5.
Our eventual desire is that with the assembly of initial results (privately funded) that we
may provide a basis from which to apply for a local grant. The desired consequence could
help achieve an improved balance of medical, naturopathic, nutritional, and spiritual
considerations in a forthcoming best practice of Health Care Plan, in our Park, County, State,
and even nationwide.
6.
For optimum health, each person can be proactive and have an agency acquire and
measure their body accumulation of 36 nutritional and toxic elements and provide
personalized evaluations.
The reports advise what foods and supplements can best reduce excesses or rebuild
shortages.
7.
This first step gains participants’ an informed analysis of their own condition. The next
step is to then treat your own body better. Pray that God grants better health for the respect
and care with which a person treats God’s blessings of life and physical and emotional well
being.
8. For details visit: http://www.hairanalysisreport.com/profile-2-first-time-hair-analysisreport/
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CHAPTER 7.

SECURITY

“…with LIBERTY and JUSTICE for all”
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By what strategies can the United States best conclude current military combat operations
overseas? How do we retract a military presence without loss of military and social gains?
What is required to revitalize civility during negotiations in a combat area while we strive
toward religious tolerance and respect for human rights? Can we reconsider the difference
between “mission accomplished” versus “won the war” as such terms may apply to
military commitments as in Iraq, Egypt, Libya and Afghanistan? How do we ensure nonnuclear proliferation in Iran?
Heroic sacrifices by our military defenders, such as at Iwo Jima in 1945, and by police and
fire protectors at the World Trade Center in 2001, cannot alone ensure our safety and
peace for our repose and well being, as might be symbolized by Rodin's statue of "The
Thinker". But the greatest concern is from history that:
"The deterioration of every government begins with the decay of the principles on
which it was founded."
This observation was well expressed as a predictive quote by C. L. De Montesquieu in his
works "The Spirit of the Laws, VIII", in 1752. We, in the United States of America, are
well on our way toward adding to that legacy. The arrogant presumption of immunity from
accountability for the adverse consequences of wrongful behavior by those among us who
hold positions of governmental authority, political powers, economic wealth, or industrial
leadership operates as a destructive cancer from within our own society. One might
conclude that several other nations of the world suffer from similar afflictions.
But it is imperative that our international strategies be modified to address issues
including:
1. The frequency of injuries and loss of lives suffered by our troops in combat.
2. The slowness of foreign leaders to assemble effective military and police presences.
3. The brutal and savage slaughter of people by suicidal murderers.
4. The high incidence of treason within a subject foreign country's services.
5. The derailment and corruption of funds intended for aid and reconstruction.
6. The disruption and destruction of recently repaired public utilities.
7. The mounting high cost of replenishing and supporting our military overseas.
8. The execution of timely and effective troop reductions from foreign tours.
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America's own military and political strategies should identify and resolve each of these
eight points. For example, the first point may be more effectively accomplished under a
scheduled troop reduction plan that provides for replacing (or extending) a significantly
large number of additional troops for each loss of life caused by an enemy. So each
American killed is replaced by this factor, perhaps 50 to 100. When none of our troops are
killed then the scheduled drawdown proceeds and far fewer remain but more safely. But
for each death the enemy will know that 50 or 100 more soldiers will arrive as
replacements. The enemy needs to be impressed that killing American soldiers make their
battle longer and more difficult if they intend to ever see us all leave.
As to item 7, a subject country should be held accountable to cover the cost of a significant
insurance benefit for each American loss of life or disability suffered. Furthermore, the
subject country’s reimbursement to our government should cover the full redeployment
and support costs of all of the troops added as replacements. The result should be such that
America’s costs decline steadily while the subject country's costs (for being held
accountable) continue to pick up the impact of any additional deaths or injuries. The other
remaining of the eight points from the above list should be resolved as well.
Other country's leaders should be consulted and their contributions followed to the extent
practical, particularly as to timelines and measures of achievement. This message has
been prepared because of great concern for the survival of Liberty and Freedom today and
tomorrow in the United States. But how can we lead with integrity in foreign relations in
the world if we still practice immunities, greed and the corruption of principles by political
and business leadership within our own nation?
Our past presidents and President Obama, and even other military and executive leaders
and the entire Legislative and Judicial memberships may see the primary threat to our
national security as the challenge to balancing the demands and needs of our military
against identified political concerns. But the tolerance of a lack of integrity, corruption
and immorality while shielding wrongdoers from accountability through the use of any
form of immunity may be the more terminal to our eventual survival as a nation with
liberty and freedom under constitutional protections...
Abraham Lincoln once expressed this concern as:
"At what point, then, is the approach of danger to be expected? I answer, if it ever
reach us, it must spring up amongst us. It cannot come from abroad. If destruction
be our lot, we must ourselves be its author and finisher. As a nation of freemen, we
must live through all time, or die by suicide."
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My premise is that the composure of Rodin's sculpture of 'The Thinker‘ as portrayed by
the central figure in the above caption, can be viewed as being restive on a stool of
Justice. The stool is represented as having three legs comprised of, in turn, Integrity,
Responsibility, and Accountability. Whereby any of these become weakened through
immorality, exploitation, or through greed or corruption, then Justice, too, fails. As a
consequence, as we see in our own and other countries, eventually the dependent society,
too, will continue to decay until it collapses and fails from within. It seems also applicable
in our personal ‘Quest For Justice’ (which we have undertaken since 1996) to remember
the admonitions by: Florence Ellinwood Allen in her book This Constitution of Ours,
1940:
"Liberty cannot be caged into a charter or handed on ready-made to the next generation.
Each generation must recreate liberty for its own times. Whether or not we establish
freedom rests with ourselves."
As an American, I most clearly associate the “…liberty and justice for all” salutation with
the symbolism of the raising of the United States flag. The U.S. Marines’ achievement of a
victorious military assault raising the flag on Iwo Jima cost the lives of nearly 5,000
marines. The bravery and sweat of the surviving members of the devastated firefighter and
police battalions at the World Trade Center held the loss of citizen lives to under 3,000,
from the terrorists’ attack which caused the collapse of buildings usually accommodating
over 40,000 people from many different countries. The relaxation of either the defensive
warrior or the protector/rescuer is viewed as the thoughtful, but watchful guardian
represented by Auguste Rodin’s 'The Thinker' as though seated on a three legged “stool”
of Justice, to pause and relax only while supported by the sturdy legs of Integrity,
Responsibility and Accountability. Only then can the warriors’ and rescuers’ vigilance
pause, when Justice is well supported and intensely maintained.
Our Constitution of the United States was carefully written to establish a limited
government with certain immunities for its citizens from the abuse of governmental
power. It intended to protect the people from corrupt and overbearing authorities, not
excuse the wrongdoers in government from being held accountable regardless of their
transgressions.
The perception of immunity from accountability pervades our entire social, economic and moral
leadership that earns the distrust, disrespect, and hate from peoples both within and without our
national boundaries. When even our own Supreme Court claims sovereign immunity then how
can we impose accountability on foreign governments or the teachers of evil in Muslim or
militant factions? We need first to amend our own constitution.
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But NEVER should there be a decision granting immunity from ultimate accountability for
the adverse consequences of illegal actions or wrongful behavior. Some form of individual
immunity may be granted to preserve job security, as in prosecutorial or judicial positions
which may need sufficient protections to preclude the intimidation of such officers, but then
the department or governmental agency overseeing those granted immunity should itself be
held accountable for the consequences of their wrongful actions.
The blood of each American soldier that dies or suffers on foreign soil is on each of our
own hands for our individual failure to ask the right questions of the right people, the
military and political and activist leaderships that most influence our national policies. But
that awesome responsibility for appropriate relief as a result of such bloodshed and pain
we each must carry can only be addressed by developing the proper insight and strategies
necessary to protect America from some of the adverse consequences of such encounters.
The plea is that once our Constitution and supporting legislation requires integrity,
responsibility and accountability for the adverse consequences of inappropriate actions to
become enforceable then claims and demands can be assessed toward the recovery of
corresponding restitutions. This then might include discount prices on products from
foreign sources to include oil and other national products and services. Settlements could
also influence other international markets and value trades. Otherwise, are you not
concerned that the rot from within our borders is truly far more threatening to our survival
as a nation than is our risk from either our at times misdirected war against terrorism or
from even poorly controlled immigration?
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Certainly a challenge remains by questioning the level of success of the combat in Iraq and
Afghanistan. Again success has been handicapped by our lack of a sense of the
significance of integrity, responsibility and accountability. If the leaders from all
participants were better aligned with these principles then might it help better toward
finding better and quicker solutions? Perhaps if better trust prevailed then our troops might
even gain more reliable civilian support toward disclosing combative insurgents and
identifying their sources of support.
Again, the United States is faced with a "...trust but verify..." condition with Iran that
requires the use of (at a minimum) a series of drone operations to call Iran's attention to
specific sites that inspections need to confirm to be as assured. As in Pakistan and south
Africa, the drone operations are not a commitment for war with ground troops and
invasions. Such "messages" from the United States, which could require whatever
escalation is deemed necessary to gain facility visitor passes, may well be the only
effective way to preclude further advances in nuclear arms work by Iran. A bunker-buster
capability could back up our persuasive requests and help to avoid activities involving
Israel or other local entities.
Only then can there be sustainable progress toward “…with Liberty and Justice for all”
and a truly significant reduction in world terrorism and conflicts with an evolution toward
world peace. But first our own government needs to change so as to end the use of
immunity as a tool to avoid accountability. Congress needs to rescue America. Or we
need to persuade our state legislatures to step up to the plate and add protections and
provisions to the Constitution that requires Federal compliance. Toward that end we pray.
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CHAPTER 8.
Team Participant
This presentation may become recognized by a sufficient number of like-minded people
who are concerned that positive actions are not being identified and acted upon in our Federal
government. The strongest voices do not reflect those views necessary to identify and correct
what may be the more significant problems. We are asking for respondents who want to
participate in an effort to identify issues and solutions as a starting point for discussion and
innovation. The participants are particularly asked to respond with positive suggestions
toward solving concerns that focus on what needs to be done, rather than as to which party or
group might more likely implement the action.
An initial premise is that all the people who seek to participate in or to support a
movement deserve to be respected for sensing a need for change, for an improvement. With
leadership and cooperation people can become engaged to act in a constructive manner, to
identify the true source or faults in our society, and to seek answers that can most effectively
bring about real improvements. The author contends that agreed upon changes may even
necessitate being accomplished by a majority of state legislatures acting to amend the U.S.
Constitution so as to better direct our federal legislatures for House and Senate procedures,
the executive offices including the President and Attorney General, and the judiciary,
including the processes enacted by the members of the United States Supreme Court.
From among those in the 2% of the Upper Wealth Class, the Tea Party Supporters,
along with the Occupy Wall Street Gang, the growing People On Food Stamps, and the
Homeless America, all have needs for a better rule book on Ethical Capitalism and Good
Faith Government to bring about integrity, responsibility, and accountability in the various
operations and behaviors of government and industry if our nation is to recover, survive, and
achieve true sustainability.
The VFV Plan is to conduct an investigation and assessment of the support available to
bring about a States’ Rights Constitutional Amendment, or at least a challenge to consider it,
with approval in a minimum of 38 states. By circulating this book within all state legislative
districts nationwide, those most likely to grant their approval of joining together to sponsor
such an event will be included as a platform is developed. The book will be completed for
publication then marketed to the legislative bodies of selected states once such an endeavor is
assured of sufficient funding from pre-publication book sales and contributions to VFV
Enterprise.
Each party that receives this text, either as an email, a download, or a delivered text in
the form of a pamphlet or book, is invited to respond by registering their zip code and name
and address with the undersigned author. Our intent is to obtain a respondent from within
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every state. Receipt of the purchase price of $6.00 from each respondent that would like to
participate, or to at least receive updated reports as to progress, will help to fund this program
in direct proportion to which interest becomes awakened. Membership payments can be sent
either directly to the author’s residence noted below or to the PayPal Account accessed
through this website for VFV Enterprise. Contributions beyond $6 will further help to cover
program costs toward expediting the implementation of this direct States’ Rights survey
program.
Please feel free to submit comments or suggestions for additional material for the author
to consider or even to include in his subsequent revision. Each person who forwards this
message to a third party should include their own VFV Registration number for the new
recipient to include the sender's Registration number reference for any contribution or
purchase that the new contact sends to VFV. Registrants who send out our book or website
will then gain credit and a referral fee for each new party forwarded to also sends in payment
for the copy the new referral received.
Thank you for your interest and support in seeking to more fully employ your own
power of participation. The VFV Plan intends to clarify and improve Federal and State
authorities as provided by the United States Constitution. The awareness of all participants
herein to preserve and improve our national productivity by modification to a more Ethical
Capitalism is necessary to better discourage the excesses encountered by unrestrained greed
and the abuse of power. We also intend to reduce the victimizing of people most vulnerable
and to better assure the renewed sustainability of our nation.
R.A.Balser, Victors From Victims, as VFV Enterprise. 815 124th St. SW, Spc 119,
Everett, WA 98204
The Author’s Registration Number: 982041820001
Participant’s New Registration No:
12 Digit Code, used to pay out referral fees to all participants who qualify as described
herein.
First 5: Your own voter registration zip code 6th digit: Sex: Male:1, with access
pymnt:3; with donation:5; Female: 2, with access donation:4; with donation:6
7th digit: Age: first digit of age, as age 47 would use the 4; age 75 would use the 7, etc.
8th digit: Political party preference (in founding order): Democrat: 1; Republican: 2;
Libertarian: 3; Green: 4; Constitution: 5; Special cause: 6; Independent (no consistent
support of one party): 7.
9th through 12th digits: Four digit (0001 to 9999) portion of account number assigned
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(unique sponsor identifier as registered). Upon application choose any four digits you would
like and it will be confirmed in writing if available as your own 12 digit unique number,
which is most likely. If there is a conflict the four digits will be changed and confirmed back
to you.
The price of the pre-publication booklet as available from this web site, or as forwarded
to any recipient, is $9.00 per person or per contributor. To qualify to receive referral fees an
individual needs to first send in their own payment to the author to pay for their access on this
website or to pay for this book if received in published form, or to contribute at least the
minimum price (or more) and register with their name and address to receive fees thereafter
periodically. Upon confirmation each participant can help to accelerate the promotion of one
or more of the concepts presented by forwarding the website or handing out copies that
contain our own registration number for the recipient to reference should they also choose to
buy or contribute and to be included in reports, updates, and/or revisions to the initial edition.
The author needs to first fund the cost of improved programming and publication, then
use the funds received (including any overages or additional contributions) to pursue
distribution and implementation of the concepts presented. Book sale shares near to ¼ of
book price payments (initially $2.00) will cover referral fees up to Level 4 to reward help
provided in distribution, and ¼ for compensation of the author. Referral fees will be paid on
Levels One through Four as $0.80; $0.40; $0.20; and $0.10 respectively. Successful referrals
to just 3 other parties can then reward a participant with double the return on their investment
in this book. (Calculated as 3x.80+9x.40+27x.20+81x.10=$19.50.)
All book purchasers and contributors will be registered as Participants and will be
issued their own Sponsor Number, which should thereafter be used on any copies forwarded
to other friends, family, business or new contacts. Such sponsors may thereafter receive
referral commissions upon the undersigned author receiving notations from subsequent book
purchasers that include your Sponsor Number on their Pre-publication Draft (sent by email or
copy delivered) which shows your own number as the new buyer’s Sponsor or source of
referral.
Please send payment or contribution by check to above author for preferred book price,
paperback, hardback, or contribution, or pay through PayPal as follows:
https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_sclick&hosted_button_id=M3EE5897KH5K6
Transfer to PayPal link and enter the amount of payment intended and select either from
your existing PayPal account or choose another payment method as shown in the link to the
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author’s VFV Enterprise account. Include reference to both your own registration number and
the referral party from whom you were first asked to enter.
Thank you for your interest in keeping America first and in supporting the VFV effort to
seek joint action by sufficient states to improve integrity, responsibility and accountability in
our government and businesses.
Appreciatively,
//ss//
Dick Balser
Pres., VFV Enterprise
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CHAPTER 9.

SUPPORT AND ABOUT US

The author considers the initial documentation presented and referenced herein to be an
assembly of viewpoints, facts, and generally published opinions and reports of others. Several
of the concepts have been gathered over a few years or conceived and arranged to express the
need for a call to action. Somehow the people of America, or some organization within it,
needs to “light the fuze” of what is hoped to become an explosive response toward economic
recovery under law.
The author earned a degree in aeronautical engineering from the University of
Washington (1955), served forty four months in the USAF in pilot and Ground Controlled
Intercept training for a tour as a fighter pilot (F-86D/L). After discharge and return to Seattle
I completed graduate pre-thesis course work during full time employment in the early 1960’s,
was employed 21 years in Boeing flight test and computer applications, (while concurrently
first mayor of the 1965 incorporation of the then new City of Brier, Washington, for the
following 9 years), worked 35 years in land development with land development short plats
to full plats up to 137 lots), managed upgrade residential, and retirement home design
activities on nearly four dozen projects, and with his wife, 15 years as owners/operators of the
Arnolds Hay & Grain feed and pet store, which was eventually ordered to be closed by the
County under a zoning dispute. With our 63th wedding anniversary in November, 2015, our
four daughters, eleven grandchildren, and confirmed to date 20 great grandchildren,
represents a very blessed and yet growing family.
But the purpose and goal of this presentation is not to direct attention to the authors or
family members, but rather to glorify the Holy Spirit that each person possesses to guide,
inspire and to empower with the wisdom sufficient to do God's will and to accept his plan for
humanity and for mankind. And if we can become a part of helping to bring America back
into leadership in the free world in even one of the endeavors envisioned as the seven blades
of a windmill like challenges, then our life and contributions will have realized a La Mancha
view worthiness. So to dream, to seek, and to pursue, our named blades for a meaningful
consequence include:
1. A constitutional amendment that protects and preserves historical references and respect
for the inclusion of our national anthem, our display of "In God we trust", the Ten
Commandments, Our American flag, our pledge including the words “…under God…” and
other religious, moral, and ethical respects of America's founding as a Christian nation with its
belief founded to provide a society tolerant and welcoming of all religions and other beliefs
that share in our mutual understandings and acceptance without judgment as to the right to
coexist.
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2. A constitutional amendment that ads the protection to every citizen to receive treatment
from governmental regulations and services that reflect integrity, responsibility, and
correction or compensation for accountability for the adverse consequences of wrongful
behavior or imposed injurious practices.
3.
The development of good faith in the application of government mandates and
regulations that recognizes the fiduciary responsibility of parties who are positioned so as
to perform discretionary acts that significantly controls or defines the economic and
lifestyle conditions and opportunities of others placed in or realistically restrained or
dependent in a relationship due to a physical, emotional, economic, or practical
vulnerability or condition. This should include "retroactive 20 year recovery deeds of trust
for the proportional restoration of valuations of equities lost through foreclosure style
assumptions and sacrifices of personal wealth and equities. Tax laws should be revised to
reflect the cost effectiveness of collection as to both the private and public staff costs of
implementation.
4. The redirection of government regulations to require cooperation and recognition of
inclusion between medical, naturopathic, nutritional, and spiritual components for individual
and community health and wellbeing practices and processes, and the broadening of
interactive services that fund and facilitate those treatments and supplements shown to yield
reasonable benefits together. Health issues, wherever possible, should be retained at the
personal, community, or state level, and generally withheld from overreach by federal
regulations or programs.
5. The private security provided by the right to own and carry any gun under the
Second Amendment may be strengthened by addressing the obligation for responsible and
demons ratable accountability for an extreme or abusive act which properly restrains or
limits an individual's access or possession so as to effectively reduce the prevalence of
wrongful use or availability.
6. The preservation and protection of America with respect to what is understood as an
existing or probable assessment of military or political destruction shall be expanded to
include the use of drones weaponry to bring about standards of confirmation and verification
of acceptable risks without other conditions or declarations of warfare, in that personnel
and/or facilities may be removed, destroyed, or targeted as a consequence of direct
confrontation or perceived adversarial pursuits. Specifically, Iran's nuclear developments
should be targeted by American military within days of their refusal for site specific
inspections to ensure that their operations are in fact limited to peaceful pursuits. Delays in
clear and unequivocal strikes should only be negotiated after the first three such facilities as
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to Iran's nuclear of rocket sites have been neutralized, to be assured of their respect and
attention and to better avoid a possible war later.
7.
After the Amendment of our Constitution to provide for accountability of adverse
consequences is made effective, likely by a state called convention and approval, then the
national debt should be presented for reduction by all countries who have received the benefit,
without repayment, of our military operations worldwide, and all private companies and
government employees who have extracted wrongful compensations as a result of their insider
positions shall be assessed as appropriate to reimburse the national treasury as penalties for
wrongdoings retroactive for up to 20 years. Sustainability of jobs as well as diversion of funded
programs shall be issues of determining where abusive acts have been conducted. The violation
of fiduciary duties as imposed under the lawful requirement of good faith deserves
accountability and the reimbursement of gains and costs attributed thereto.
8.
And so we conclude our current "to do" list to inquire as to how effective each
candidate for public office might feel qualified to show leadership and capability to carry out
these observed needs for the recovery of America. If you agree with me on one or more points,
then let's work together to make it happen. Now you know how I feel. What do you have to
say, sir or madam?
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CHAPTER 10. BLOG AND RESPONSES
Admin Login
Hello world!
By VICTORS FROM VICTIMS | August 28, 2012 at 02:11 PM EDT | 1 comment
The opportunity to rescue America is a call to every citizen. The best hope for a return to
our Constitution is to rely on the Christian base to recover integrity and truth in government
and business. Capitalism, if unrestrained to only seek greater profits, gives the source of
wealth, being production, to offshore sources of cheaper labor and lower taxes. We need
Ethical and Sustainable Capitalism. America's survival needs to have its leaders recognize
responsibilities, to apply integrity, and to deliver accountability for the adverse consequences
of wrongdoing at all levels of government and business.
I believe that People, acting through their States can make better and more economically
right changes in Washington DC than has been accomplished under Washington, DC, federal
legislation. What do you think?
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